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political bias of a body of Frenchmen like the assessors
would on this point have run strongly in favor of the
English foreigners (even if they had been making themselves
particularly agreeable in France instead of just the contrary)
against a Frenchwoman who had vanquished them.
The tragic part of the trial was that Joan, like most
prisoners tried for anything but the simplest breaches of the
ten commandments, did not understand what they were
accusing her of. She was much more like Mark Twain than
like Peter Cauchon* Her attachment to the Church was
very different from the Bishop's, and does not, in fact, bear
close examination from his point of view. She delighted in
the solaces the Church offers to sensitive souls: to her,
confession and communion were luxuries beside which the
vulgar pleasures of the senses were trash. Her prayers were
wonderful conversations with her three saints. Her piety
seemed superhuman to the formally dutiful people whose
religion was only a task to them. But when the Church
was not offering her her favorite luxuries, but calling on her
to accept its interpretation of God's will, and to sacrifice
her own, she flatly refused, and made it clear that her notion
of a Catholic Church was one in which the Pope was Pope
Joan, How could the Church tolerate that, when it had
just destroyed Hus, and had watched the career of Wycliffe
with a growing anger that would have brought Mm, too,
to the stake, had he not died a natural death before the
wrath fell on him in his grave ? Neither Hus nor Wycliffe
was as bluntly defiant as Joan: both were reformers of the
Church like Luther; whilst Joan, like Mrs Eddy, was
quite prepared to supersede St Peter as the rock on which
the Church was built, and, like Mahomet* was always ready
with a private revelation from God to settle every question
and fit every occasion.
The enormity of Joan's pretension was proved by her

